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Note on power series with positive coefficients 
By LÁSZLÓ LEINDLER in Szeged 
We prove the following 
T h e o r e m . Let X(t) be a positive, non-increasing, integrable function on the 
interval 0 «=- £ = 1 such that X | j ~ y j = O | a ^ j j , and let F(x) be defined on the 
interval 0 = : x < 1 by the series 2 akx>i with ak SO. Further let 1 Sp s. Then we have 
(1) {/ A(l~x)(F(x))»dx 
if and only if 
UP 
(2) \ Z A 
Ln=l l^M" 
If X(t) — t~ r (r < 1), this theorem reduces to a theorem of RAIS S H A N K H A N [3], 
which in its turn includes a theorem of ASKEY ([1], r = 0 ) and a theorem o f ' 
HEYWOOD ( [2] , p = 1) . 
The proof is similar to that of the mentioned theorems. 
P r o o f . We may assume since under the assumptions of the theorem 
both (1) and (2) mean for p = °° that the series 2 ak converges. First we show 
k=o 
" ( l V that (1) implies (2). Set y — 1 —x and A„= 2  ak- Since ,1 is an increasing 
o » n) 
sequence, we have for — j - r S v S - (n s2): n + l n 
" " ( i )k ( i V " i 
k=0 k=0 ( n) \ n) h = 0 4 
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Using this we obtain for 
M i | ^ HI « 




f X ^ A i d y + Z ¡X(y)A'Hdy 
2 II I- J 
III II 1 
11 = 2 J 
H T T 
This proves that (2) follows from (1). 
The proof of the'.inverse statement is a bit longer. We have for m s l 
•J • ' . ! ' • • -
i 
» 1 + 1 M II 
(3) -.v / A( l -x)( J F(x))" i /x= 2 / 1 ( ^ ( 1 - 7 ) ) " ^ -
ii+i 
i i 
»1 ii ( 00 V in II f 00 ( i 
n+l «+i 
r «I / 
1 7 i V i i V+1 Since s 1 —rI S 1 for n = 1,2,..., we have ; ' 
2 { n+1) { n + 2) . , ,rf.|' 
. ' » / i Vu "0'+1) °° 
A U I - . . R R . •. I 1 - T X T ' . 2 ak^2Z2-iA„{i • ! > 
j=ol M + 1J k=nj ¡=1 
If p > 1, then we have i i 
, • ( °° ip' \ v' ( °° tp \ V 
® i ' • 
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Hence and from (3), (4), and (5) we deduce for m 1 and thai 
l _ 
-\n-2Z2 2 Afa^ H ) ( = 1 
)ii+i 
f 1(1 -x)(F(x))"cIx^O(l)2! 
0C ,1=1 
" _jp "I (1 ) 
¡=1 „=1 1,'U 
°° _>p m i ) " i 1 ) 
¡=i n=i i,"',/ n=i 
Thus (2) implies (1), and this completes Hie proof. 
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